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4.1. Standar Equation of Circle

• If |CP| is labeled by r,

• Find the distance 

between C and P!
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Example 

1. Find the equation of a circle that has its center at the
point (2, -1) and which is tangent to the line 3x – 4y +
5 = 0

2. What is the equation of a circle if the end points of
its diameter are (2,3) and (-1,5)!



4.2. The general equation of a circle 

Expand this equation! 
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Then,… try to restate this equation into 
general equation form! 014222  yxyx



4.2. The general equation of a circle 

This equation is

algebraically represent a circle.

Pay attention to the characteristics of that equation!

• Think the equation if the center of circle is in y axis!

• Think the equation if the center of circle is in x axis

• Think the equation if the center of circle is in the
origin
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4.3. Circle determined by three condition

• Pay attention to the standard and general equation 
of circle!

• How many arbitrary constants are they?

• At least three geometrics condition are necessary to 
determined an equation of circle.

• Try to do example 4-7!



4.5. Tangent to a circle from an external point

Find the equation of circle! 
{Stated as equation (1)}
Find the equation of the 
lines! {Stated as equation 
(2)}
What if the line and the 
circle are intersect?
Can you find the 
intersection points?
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4.5. Tangent to a circle from an external point

• Prove that :

• A line tangent to a circle is perpendicular to the line 
containing the centre of the circle and the point of 
tangency



4.6. the length of the tangent from a point outside a circle 
to the circle
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4.7. Radical Axis

• Think about the position of two circle which are not 
concentric!

Answer:

20 25

20 25

20 25



4.7. Radical Axis

• Radical Axis: the line that contain every points from which tangent of 
equal length may be drawn to the two circles. 

• Radical Axis of two circle is perpendicular to line of centre of the two 
circles 

• The steps in finding the radical axis equation are:

1. Write the equation in the general form

2. Eliminate the second degree-terms

3. Solve 


